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There have been countless workshops, conferences, meetings, and back-room discussions 
focusing on the need for infrastructure in exploration of the Solar System.  That’s not 
‘improving’ or ‘fixing’ infrastructure, but creating an infrastructure that enables serious and safe 
space exploration and encourages new and innovative activities.   

Why is infrastructure so essential for the future? It’s simple: ultimately, lack of infrastructure 
is a cost barrier for progress. Currently all space endeavors (large and small) must plan and 
implement everything that will allow them to meet an objective:  launch, navigation, 
communication, operations, data storage and transmission, analysis, maintenance, etc. Although 
a large fraction of these needs are common to all space activities, each separate space endeavor 
must carry the full burden of cost (including design, implementation, and oversight). The 
duplication and re-invention is an extraordinary high and often prohibitive cost. 

What are the key needs currently envisioned? Highly interwoven components include:  
1) Physical transportation. Cost effective launch capability from Earth is a most obvious 

continuing need. In addition during the decades ahead, traversing to diverse planetary 
bodies (e.g., the Moon, Mars and Beyond....) and effectively operating on the surface will 
drive technology and test efficiency.  

2) Remote communication. We are no longer in the “Space Age” but have been in the 
“Digital Age” for quite some time. The current generation is no longer awed by an image 
of something new. Expectations are instead for high definition videos – in color as a 
minimum. Of course, ‘color’ now also includes hundreds of channels. If NASA wants to 
remain relevant, the dismal data pipeline needs an overhaul, including long-term plans for 
global communication networks at the Moon and Mars.  

3) Access to power and resources. Assuming 1 & 2 above are met, any significant 
exploration activity needs power to carry out its operations and eventually resources 
(local) to continue and/or modify its plan.  

What are the roadblocks? Again, cost and timing: establishing a stable infrastructure requires 
near-term commitment of resources with the return being long-term. Nevertheless, the longer 
such an investment is postponed, the more difficult it becomes to implement. In addition, 
implementing appropriate infrastructure is an excellent area where serious international joint 
efforts could be highly productive and cost effective. 

What are examples that strong space-based infrastructure would enable for 2050? A Modern 
NASA would provide leadership in space exploration. Lower cost for individual activities allows 
small missions to be undertaken by new international partners or private companies. Virtual 
reality for activities on the Moon and near-Earth Asteroids [and through autonomous navigation, 
delayed virtual reality for Mars, Venus, and Europa] will relate to the current generation. 
Providing global access to diverse sites on the Moon allows developing serious partnerships 
across a broad international activity. Etc., Etc. 
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